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Because she was so well-liked by metalheads, VKgoeswild became the spokesperson for Russian
metal label S.P.E.Z.E. Records. On her first S.P.E.Z.E. album AURORA, she produced 10 covers of up-
and-coming metal bands including a cover of Iron Maiden's "Leather Jacket". VKgoeswild went on a
tour of Scandinavia, a major arena in Russia, as well as the United States (North America and New

England), and became a part of the KISS, Foo Fighters, Nirvana, and Nine Inch Nails shows in Russia.
In 2016 VKgoeswild and her band was invited to take part in the Grammy-winning cover album

produced by Chris Cornell, Sweet Insanity. This was the follow-up to their first album BY CORNEL: A
Sweet Relation. Vkgoeswild Happiness is not the point is a sound album of orchestral arrangements
composed for four singers. The arrangements are built on highly complex layers of instrumentation
that include saxophone, cello, bass clarinet, oboe, percussion, dulcimer, and sturgeon dulcimer. In
2016, Vkgoeswild released her first album by S.P.E.Z.E. Records, the first to be recorded with only

female vocals. The result was a unique, well-crafted album that stands out from the crowd, no longer
seen as being a typical metal record, which was influenced by classical music and jazz. From her
start as a classical pianist, VKgoeswild's first YouTube channel was one of the most successful,

containing over one hundred arrangements of popular metal songs. VKgoeswild was one of the first
to use the currency of YouTube as a means of creating a career for herself.
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